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Abstract: A series of pullout tests were carried out to characterize the interface bond between steel fibre and magnesium phosphate cement (MPC) based matrix. The effect of the mixture proportions, curing time and end-hook of fibre on the interface bond properties between the steel fibre and the MPC-based matrix was investigated. The mixture proportions investigated include the mole ratio of magnesium oxide to potassium dihydrogen phosphate, mass ratio of sand to cement, mass ratio of water to cement and dosage of silica fume. The effect of different types of cement on the interface bond properties was also investigated.
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Highlights

* Interface bond between steel fibre and MPC based matrix was investigated
* Bond properties were influenced significantly by the compressive strength of matrix
* End-hooks of the steel fibre improved significantly the bond properties
* Bond properties improved by the incorporation of silica fume up to 10% by mass
* Effect of different types of cement on the bond properties was also investigated
1. Introduction

Magnesium phosphate cement (MPC) is a new type of binder in which the chemical bond is formed by acid-base reactions between magnesia and phosphate. Compared to the ordinary Portland cement, the MPC possesses many excellent properties including very rapid setting, high early strength, ability to set and harden at temperatures as low as -20°C, low shrinkage, high bond strength, high abrasion resistance and high durability. Therefore, the study and applications of MPC as a repair and quick-construction material have received significant attention in recent years [1-7].

The MPC-based composites have excellent engineering properties; however, they are typically brittle in nature and have inherent weaknesses in resisting tension. Moreover, they are more brittle than the ordinary Portland cement (OPC) and sulphoaluminate cement (SAC) based matrix because of the high volume of cementitious compounds [8]. It has been recognized that the behaviour of such materials can be significantly improved by the addition of discontinuous fibres [9]. The results of some studies indicated that the addition of the proper type and amount of fibres into MPC-based matrix led to composites with an elastic-plastic or deflection hardening behaviour under bending [10]. The steel fibre is one of the most widely used fibres for improving the strength, ductility and toughness of brittle cementitious composites due to the ease of application together with its high efficiency. The chemical bond strength between the steel fibre and the MPC-based matrix was higher than chemical bond strength between the steel fibre and the sulphoaluminate cement (SAC)-based matrix [11, 12]. The addition of steel fibre improved significantly the compressive strength, flexural strength, flexural toughness and flexural ductility of MPC-based composites [13]. The improvement in composite properties is largely attributed to the bond between the steel fibre and the matrix. The steel fibre-matrix interface bond strongly influences the ability of fibres to stabilize crack propagation in the matrix. The interface bond between the steel fibre and the cementitious matrix can be separated into physicochemical and mechanical contribution. The physicochemical bond contribution is predominantly influenced by the cementitious matrix packing density and the properties of the fibre surface (i.e., smooth, etched, or roughened). The mechanical bond contribution is influenced by the
geometric deformation of the fibre and the transverse tensile stress resistance of the matrix [14]. The packing density and transverse tensile stress resistance of the matrix are related to the mixture proportions of the matrix and curing time. While some studies provided preliminary results on the bond properties between steel fibre and MPC-based matrix, a large number of variables are yet to be investigated. The interface bond between the steel fibre and the MPC-based matrix has not yet been fully characterized. The test of pullout fibre embedded in the cementitious matrix is generally used to characterize the fibre-matrix interface bond [9]. The known parameters that govern the mechanical properties of fibre reinforced cementitious composites include fibre type, fibre dimensions [15, 16], fibre geometry [17, 18], volume fraction [19], strength of the fibre-matrix interface [20], surface texture of the fibres [21, 22], fibre combination [23, 24] and fibre distribution [25]. The effects of these parameters on the mechanical properties of fibre reinforced cementitious composites can be investigated by the pullout test.

A series of pullout tests of steel fibres embedded in the MPC-based matrix were carried out in this study. The effect of the mixture proportions, curing time and end-hook of the fibre on the interface bond properties was experimentally investigated. The mixture proportions of the matrix investigated include the mole ratio of magnesium oxide (MgO) to potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KH$_2$PO$_4$), mass ratio of sand to cement, mass ratio of water to cement and dosage of silica fume. The fibres investigated include straight and hooked-end steel fibres. The effect of cement types (MPC, SAC and OPC) on the interface bond properties was also explored. The results obtained from this investigation are important for better understanding the role of steel fibres in improving the strength and toughness of MPC-based composites.

2. Experimental program

2.1 Materials

The Magnesium Phosphate Cement (MPC) was prepared from a mixture of magnesium oxide (MgO),
potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KH$_2$PO$_4$) and multi-composite retarder. The multi-composite retarder consisted of borax (Na$_2$B$_4$O$_7$·10H$_2$O), disodium hydrogen phosphate dodecahydrate (Na$_2$HPO$_4$·12H$_2$O) and calcium chloride (CaCl$_2$). The MgO was sourced from Zhengyang Casting Material Company of Xinmi, Henan, China [26] in the form of magnesia powder with a specific surface area of 429 m$^2$/kg. The detailed chemical composition of MgO is provided in Table 1 [26]. The industrial-grade potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KH$_2$PO$_4$) with a purity of 98%, particle size of 180-385 $\mu$m and relative density of 2.338 was supplied by Weitong Chemical Co., Ltd of Wujiang, Jiangsu, China [27]. The industrial-grade borax (Na$_2$B$_4$O$_7$·10H$_2$O) with a purity of 95% and particle size of 80-220 $\mu$m was provided by Banda Technology Co., Ltd. of Liaoning, China [28]. The disodium hydrogen phosphate dodecahydrate (Na$_2$HPO$_4$·12H$_2$O) with a purity of 99% and calcium chloride (CaCl$_2$) with a purity of 96% were analytic grade chemical provided by Kermel Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. of Tianjin, China [29]. The silica fume with a purity of 92% and a specific surface area of 200 m$^2$/kg was sourced from Nangong Ruiteng Alloy Material Co., Ltd of Hebei, China [30]. Tap water and natural river sand with fineness modulus of 2.06 were used in this study.

The fibre-S and fibre-H were used to investigate the effect of the end hook of the steel fibre on interface bond properties in this study. Both the fibre-S and fibre-H have a smooth surface with a round section. The fibre-S (diameter of 0.75 mm and length of 30 mm length) was straight. The fibre-H (diameter of 0.54 mm and length of 35 mm) was hooked at the end. Table 2 summarizes the properties of steel fibre provided from manufacturers [31]. The sulfoaluminate cement (SAC) of Grade P.O 42.5R according to GB20472-2006 [32] and the ordinary Portland cement (OPC) of Grade P.O 42.5 according to GB175-2007 [33] used in this study were obtained from Anda Special Cement Co., Ltd. Group of Yicheng [34] and Mengdian Group Cement Co., Ltd of Henan, China [35], respectively.

2.2 Mixture proportions

The proportions of the mixtures are shown in Table 3. As shown in Table 3, the “M” in the Series
names represents the MPC. The “M/P”, “S/C”, “W/C” and “SF/C” in the series names represent the MgO-KH$_2$PO$_4$ mole ratio, sand-cement mass ratio, water-cement mass ratio and percentage of silica fume to cement by mass, respectively. The magnesium phosphate cement consists of the magnesium oxide (MgO) and potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KH$_2$PO$_4$). The default values of MgO-KH$_2$PO$_4$ mole ratio, sand-cement mass ratio, water-cement mass ratio and silica fume dosage for the MPC-based matrix are 4, 0.8, 0.14 and 0%, respectively. When one of the variables was changed in the experimental program, the other variables were kept fixed. The dosage of multi-composition retarder was 9.0% of MgO by mass for all MPC matrices. The mass ratio of borax (Na$_2$B$_4$O$_7$·10H$_2$O), disodium hydrogen phosphate dodecahydrate (Na$_2$HPO$_4$·12H$_2$O) and calcium chloride (CaCl$_2$) in the multi-composition retarder was 1:3:1.

### 2.3 Specimen preparation

The solid raw materials, included the cement (magnesium oxide and potassium dihydrogen phosphate), borax and sand were mixed evenly by a mixer at a low speed. Then the water was added into the mixer and mixed at a low speed for 30 s, followed by a high speed mixing for 60 s. The mixture was cast into the steel moulds, and the steel moulds were compacted on a vibration table. The specimens of MPC-based, SAC-based and OPC-based composites were demolded after 1 hour, 3 hours and 12 hours of casting, respectively. Finally, the specimens were cured in a standard curing room with 95% relative humidity and 20° C temperature. The specimens of Series M-M/P-4 were cured for 6 hours, 12 hours, 1 day, 3 days, 7 days and 28 days to investigate the effect of curing time. All the other specimens were cured for 7 days.

The 50 mm × 50 mm × 50 mm prism specimens were used to test the compressive strength according to ASTM C109M-13 [36]. The dog-bone shaped specimens were used to test the pullout behaviour of four embedded steel fibres within the matrix according to JCI SF-8 [37] and CECS 13:2009 [38]. As shown in Figure 1, the dog-bone shaped specimen was divided into two halves (namely the pullout half and fixed half) by a steel partitioning board with a thickness of 1.0 mm in the middle. The two
halves of the specimen were bridged by four steel fibres. The partitioning board had four 0.5 mm
diameter holes spaced at 8 mm. The casting process of the paste was completed in three steps: casting
the pullout half, installing fibres and casting the fixed half. At first, the paste was cast in the pullout
half of the steel mould. Secondly, four fibres were inserted into the paste through the four holes of the
partitioning board. The four fibres were carefully arranged to keep them perpendicular to the
partitioning board. The embedment lengths of fibre-S and fibre-H in the pullout half of specimens are
8 mm and 9 mm, respectively. The embedment lengths of fibre-S and fibre-H in the fixed half of
specimens are 22 mm and 26 mm, respectively. The fibres were pulled out from the pullout half
during the pullout tests because of the much longer embedment length in the fixed half of specimens.

After 1 hour, 3 hours and 12 hours of the casting of specimens prepared with MPC, SAC and OPC,
respectively, the fibres were fixed by the hardened paste in the pullout half of the steel mould. The
mould was disassembled and the partitioning board was removed. Next, the pullout half of specimen
was covered with the cling wrap in order to completely prevent adhesion between the two halves of
the specimen and put back into the mould, as shown in Figure 2. Finally, the paste was cast into the
other half (fixed half) of the steel mould.

2.4 Test procedure

The fibre pullout test was conducted by using an electronic universal testing machine with a capacity
of 5 kN. The slip between the fibre and matrix was measured by an extensometer clamped onto the
specimen, as shown in Figure 3. The pull loading rate was 0.5 mm/min of the slip. All the readings
(pullout load and slip) were collected by the electronic universal testing machine. There were five
specimens for each series of the fibre pullout tests. In order to compare the effect of variables on bond
performance, all displayed experimental results represent the calculated average curve or average
value of each series based on the test results of five specimens. The displayed curves of each series
were obtained by averaging the pullout load values at regular slip increments. For example, Figure 4
shows the pullout-slip curves of the five individual test results and the average of the test results for
Series M-S/C-1.0 with fibre-H. The micro-morphology of the surface of the fibre pulled out from matrix was examined by a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM JEOL JSM-7500F, Japan).

3 Test results and discussion

3.1 Evaluation parameters of pullout behaviour

Each fibre pullout test is described by the pullout load versus slip ($P-s$) behaviour, where $P$ is the pullout load and $s$ is the slip. To simplify the comparison between different series, $\tau_{av}$ is defined as the average bond strength based on the maximum pullout load and the initial embedment length [14] and is given by Equation (1).

$$\tau_{av} = \frac{P_{\text{max}}}{\pi \times d_f \times l_p}$$

where, $P_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum of the pullout load; $d_f$ is the diameter of the fibre; $l_p$ is the initial embedment length of the fibre in the pullout half of the specimen.

The total pullout energy, $W_p$, is the integration of the area under the pullout load-slip curve, and is given by Equation (2).

$$W_p = \int P(s)ds$$

The total pullout energy is usually determined to up to 2.5 mm slip, according to the recommendation in JCI SF-8 [37]. The pullout energy, $W_{av}$, is defined as the total pullout energy, $W_p$, divided by the volume of the embedded portion of the fibre, and is given by Equation (3).

$$W_{av} = \frac{W_p}{V_{fe}}$$

where, $V_{fe}$ is the volume of the embedded portion of the fibre. The pullout energy, $W_{av}$, is used to compare pullout energy of fibre with different diameters.
The higher bond strength can cause a higher tensile and flexural strength of steel fibre reinforced cementitious materials. The pullout energy is the mechanical energy consumed during fibre pullout processing. It is generally agreed that the pullout energy provides the main source of toughness or energy absorption capacity of fibre reinforced cementitious composites [39].

3.2 Effect of ingredients and proportions of mixture on the bond properties

The mixture proportions investigated included MgO-KH$_2$PO$_4$ mole ratio (M/P), sand-cement mass ratio (S/C), water-cement mass ratio (W/C) and percent of silica fume to cement by mass (SF). The compressive strength of matrices ($f_c'$), average bond strength ($\tau_{av}$) and pullout energy ($W_{av}$) with various proportions are summarized in Table 4.

(1) The MgO to KH$_2$PO$_4$ mole ratio (M/P)

Figure 5 shows the pullout load versus slip behaviour of specimens with varying M/P ranged from 3 to 6 for fibre-S and fibre-H embedded in MPC-base matrix. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the average bond strength ($\tau_{av}$) and pullout energy ($W_{av}$) with varying M/P, respectively. It can be observed that the average bond strength and pullout energy for specimens with the M/P of 4 were the highest. Sufficient amount of MgO is required in the MPC to ensure the full reaction with the phosphate. However, the excess MgO reduced the amount of the phosphate in the cement and caused a significant reduction of hydration products. The compressive strength of the matrix with M/P of 4 was the highest, too. This indicated that the transverse tensile stress resistance of matrix was the highest at M/P of 4. The optimal value of M/P was 4 for the interface bond between the steel fibre and the MPC-base matrix in this experiment.

(2) Sand to cement mass ratio (S/C)

Figure 8 shows the pullout load versus slip behaviour of specimens with varying S/C ranged from 0.6 to 1.0 for fibre-S and fibre-H embedded in MPC-base matrix. Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the average bond strength ($\tau_{av}$) and pullout energy ($W_{av}$) with varying S/C, respectively. As shown in
Figure 9 and Figure 10, the average bond strength and pullout energy for specimens with S/C of 0.8 were the highest. The amount of cement in the specimens with S/C of 0.6 was the largest. The water-cement mass ratio was kept constant. Hence, the amount of water in specimens with S/C of 0.6 was the largest too. The heat of hydration of MPC was high [3]. The excess water in the paste with S/C of 0.6 gradually evaporated and the pores were left during the hydration process, which increased the porosity of the interface zone between the steel fibre and the matrix. Hence, all the pullout parameters for specimens with the S/C of 0.6 were lower than that for specimens with S/C of 0.8. However, when the amount of cement gradually decreased with the increase of sand-cement mass ratio, the products of hydration reduced. Thus the fibres in the paste with the S/C of 1.0 were not fully coated with the cementitious materials. This is the reason that the pullout parameters of specimens with S/C of 1.0 were lower than the pullout parameters of specimens with S/C of 0.8.

(3) Water to cement mass ratio (W/C)

Figure 11 shows the pullout load versus slip behaviour of specimens with varying W/C ranged from 0.14 to 0.18 for fibre-S and fibre-H embedded in the MPC-base matrix. Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the average bond strength ($\tau_{av}$) and pullout energy ($W_{av}$) with varying W/C, respectively. With the increase of water-cement mass ratio (W/C) from 0.14 to 0.18, the average bond strength for fibre-S and fibre-H decreased by 26.7% and 43.7%, respectively, and the pullout energy decreased by 41.6% and 37.1%, respectively. The water in the pastes was useful for improving the workability of the paste. However, the excess water in the paste gradually evaporated due to the high heat of hydration for MPC, and the pores were left during the hydration process. This resulted in a reduction in the density of the interface zone between the steel fibre and the matrix. Meanwhile, the excess water caused a high porosity of matrix and resulted in a low compressive strength.

(4) Dosage of silica fume (SF/C)

Figure 14 shows the pullout load versus slip behaviour of specimens with varying contents of silica fume ranged from 0% to 15% for fibre-S and fibre-H embedded in the MPC-base matrix. The interfacial
resistance during pullout has been toughened in different extents with various contents of silica fume. The maximum pullout load and fullness of the curve increased with the increase of the content of silica fume up to 10% by mass. The toughening effect in pullout process was the most significant in the cases with silica fume of 10% by mass. However, when the content of silica fume increased to 15%, the interfacial-toughening effect decreased. This indicates that for the interfacial-toughening effect, the optimum content of silica fume was 10% by mass. Figure 15 and Figure 16 show the average bond strength ($\tau_{av}$) and pullout energy ($W_{av}$) with varying contents of silica fume, respectively. It can be observed that the average bond strength and pullout energy increased with the increase in the content of silica fume up to 10% by mass. In comparison with the matrix without silica fume, the average bond strength ($\tau_{av}$) with silica fume of 10% by mass for fibre-S and fibre-H increased by 27.1% and 71.1%, respectively. The pullout energy ($W_{av}$) with silica fume of 10% for fibre-S and fibre-H increased by 67.9% and 34.2%, respectively. The study of J. L. Helfet indicated a correlation of pullout energy to the toughness of steel fiber reinforced cement-based materials. Also, there is a correlation between the bond strength to the tensile and flexural strength of steel fibre reinforced cementitious materials [39]. Therefore, it can be inferred that the incorporation of silica fume can effectively enhance the toughness, tensile strength and flexural strength of MPC-based composite. However, the increase of compressive strength with silica fume from 0 to 10% by mass was only 7.75%. The enhancement in the average bond strength and pullout energy due to silica fume is much more significant than the enhancement in the compressive strength of matrix. The previous study observed that a great amount of cementitious particles adhered to fibre surface after pullout from matrix with silica fume [20]. Consequently, the cementitious particles contributed to the friction and resistance during the fibre pullout process.

(5) Effect of compressive strength of the matrix on bond properties

According to the test results with varying mixture proportions presented above, it can be summarized that the average bond strength ($\tau_{av}$) and pullout energy ($W_{av}$) are related to the compressive strength
of matrix. As shown in Figure 17 and Figure 18, the average bond strength ($\tau_{av}$) and pullout energy ($W_p$) for fibre-S and fibre-H increased with the increase of the compressive strength of matrix. The matrix with high compressive strength may provide the strong resistance to transverse tensile stress during fibres pullout process. The compressive strength of the matrix and properties of the interface bond between the steel fibre and the matrix were improved by the optimization of mixture proportions and the incorporation of silica fume.

(6) Mechanical bond contribution due to fibre end hook deformation

In comparison to the pullout behaviour of the straight fibre (fibre-S), the average bond strength ($\tau_{av}$) and pullout energy ($W_p$) for the hooked-end fibre (fibre-H) were much higher, as shown in Figure 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13, and Figure 15 to 18. The end hook deformation of the steel fibre contributed to a significant increase in the average bond strength ($\tau_{av}$) and pullout energy ($W_p$). The mechanical bond contribution of the hooked-end fibre in comparison to the straight fibre can be assessed according to the increment of the average bond strength ($\Delta\tau_{av}$) and pullout energy ($\Delta W_p$) due to the end hook deformation. The increment of the average bond strength ($\Delta\tau_{av}$) and pullout energy ($\Delta W_p$) due to the end hook deformation were increased significantly with the increase of the compressive strength of matrix, as shown in Figure 19. The increment of the average bond strength ($\Delta\tau_{av}$) due to the end hook deformation increased by 118.26% with the increase of compressive strength from 26.8 MPa to 40.3 MPa. The corresponding increment of the pullout energy ($\Delta W_p$) increased by 83.66%. The mechanical bond contribution due to end hook deformation increased proportionally with the increase of the compressive strength of matrix.

The pullout resistance of fibre-S (smooth and straight) was predominantly controlled by the physicochemical bond properties between the fibre and the matrix. However, the bending resistance of the end hook of the hooked-end fibre under pullout induces pressure on the matrix, which increases the frictional force and thus increases the pullout resistance [25]. Additionally, the end hook
deformation of steel fibre contributed to the mechanical bond between steel fibre and matrix. Hence, the end-hooks of the steel fibre improved the bond properties significantly. However, this mechanical contribution decreases with an increase in the slip and is effective only until the end hook is straightened fully [25]. The end hook of the fibre was straightened to different extents corresponding to the various compressive strength of matrix, as shown in Figure 20. The end hook pullout from the matrix with the compressive strength of 40.03 MPa was almost fully straightened. However, the hook pullout from the matrix with the compressive strength of 30.25 MPa was not fully straightened. The positive effect of the end hook deformation of the steel fibre on the mechanical bond contribution increased with the increase of the compressive strength of the matrix until a critical point was reached where the end hook was fully straightened.

3.3 Effect of the curing time on the bond properties

The specimens of Series M-M/P-4 cured for 6 hours, 12 hours, 24 hours (1 day), 72 hours (3 days), 168 hours (7 days) and 674 hours (28 days) were tested to investigate the effect of curing time. The compressive strength \( f'c \) of matrices, average bond strength \( \tau_{av} \) and pullout energy \( W_{av} \) with varying curing time are reported in Table 5. The tensile strength of the matrix cured for 6 hours and 12 hours were low; the mechanical bond contribution for hooked-end fibres (fibre-H) due to the end hook deformation was significant. The matrices, cured for 6 hours and 12 hours, fractured along the cross-section perpendicularly to the fibre during the pullout process of fibre-H. Hence, the pullout parameters of Series M-M/P-4 cured for 6 hours and 12 hours for fibre-H were not got.

Figure 21 presents the effect of curing time on the pullout load versus slip. Both the maximum pullout load and fullness of the curve increased significantly with the increase of the curing time from 6 hours to 28 days. Figure 22 and Figure 23 show the average bond strength \( \tau_{av} \) and pullout energy \( W_{av} \), respectively, with varying curing time. It can be observed that the average bond strength \( \tau_{av} \) and pullout energy \( W_{av} \) increased significantly with the increase of the curing time, especially during the
first 3 days (72 hours). The average bond strength ($\tau_{av}$) of fibre-S and fibre-H cured for 3 days were 84.9% and 83.4% of those cured for 28 days, respectively. The pullout energy ($W_{av}$) of fibre-S and fibre-H cured for 3 days were 76.5% and 71.8% of those cured for 28 days, respectively. The compressive strength ($f_{c}'$) of matrix cured for 3 days was 83.0% of that cured for 28 days. The excellent compressive strength ($f_{c}'$) of the matrix, average bond strength ($\tau_{av}$) and pullout energy ($W_{av}$) at early curing time were guaranteed by the fast hydration of MPC. Hence, the tensile strength, flexural strength and toughness of the steel fibre reinforced MPC-based composite at early curing time were high [13].

3.4 Effect of the types of cement on the bond properties

Three types of cement were compared in this experimental program: the magnesium phosphate cement (Series M-M/P-4), sulphaaluminate cement (Series SAC) and ordinary Portland cement (Series OPC), as shown in Table 3. The compressive strength ($f_{c}'$) of matrices, average bond strength ($\tau_{av}$) and pullout energy ($W_{av}$) with various types of cement are reported in Table 6.

Figure 24 presents the effect of cement types on pullout load versus slip. As shown in Figure 23 (a), for fibre-S, the maximum pullout load for specimens prepared with MPC was the highest, which was followed by the specimens prepared with SAC and OPC. There is only the physicochemical bond contribution including friction and chemical adhesion for the straight and smooth steel fibres. Hence, it indicated that the physicochemical bond between the steel fibre and the matrix prepared with MPC was higher than the physicochemical bond between the steel fibre and the matrices prepared with SAC or OPC. In comparison to the SAC and OPC pastes, the MPC paste was slightly acidic at the early stage of hydration, which led to the iron ions release from the surface of the steel fibre. The released iron ions were captured by the phosphate which produced a compact phosphate film on the surface of the steel fibre [22]. Additionally, Figure 25 shows the micro-morphology of the surface of
fibre-S pulled out from matrices prepared with various cement. It can be observed that much more cementitious particles adhered to the surface of the fibre pulled out from the MPC-based matrix in comparison to the fibres pulled out from SAC and OPC-based matrices. During pullout process, the abrasion of the magnesium phosphate cementitious particles and wedge effect caused by these particles squeezed between the surface of the fibre and matrix tunnel led to the excellent bond properties between the steel fibre and the MPC-based matrix.

Figure 26 and Figure 27 show the average bond strength ($\tau_{av}$) and pullout energy ($W_{av}$), respectively, with varying cement types. It can be observed that the average bond strength ($\tau_{av}$) and pullout energy ($W_{av}$) for fibre pulled out from the MPC-based matrix is the highest, which was followed by those from SAC-based and OPC-based matrix. It can be inferred that the positive effect of the steel fibre on the tensile strength, flexural strength and toughness of MPC-based composite was the most significant. As shown in Figure 25, the increment of the average bond strength ($\Delta\tau_{av}$) for the specimens prepared with MPC was similar to the increment of the average bond strength ($\Delta\tau_{av}$) for the specimens prepared with SAC and OPC. As shown in Figure 26, the increment of the pullout energy ($\Delta W_{av}$) for the specimens prepared with MPC was similar to the increment of the pullout energy ($\Delta W_{av}$) for the specimens prepared with SAC and OPC. The compressive strengths of matrices prepared with MPC, SAC and OPC were similar too, as shown in Table 6. Hence, the mechanical bond contribution of the hooked-end fibre was predominantly influenced by the compressive strength of matrix, rather than the type of the cement.

4. Conclusions

The effect of the mixture proportions, curing time and end hook of the steel fibre on bond properties between the steel fibre and the MPC-based matrix was experimental investigated. The difference in the interface bond properties between the steel fibre and the matrices prepared with different cements...
(MPC, SAC and OPC) was also investigated. The following conclusions can be drawn based on the experimental results presented in this study:

1. The interface bond properties between the steel fibre and the MPC-based matrix were improved by the proper mixture proportions and the incorporation of silica fume. The interface bond properties were significantly influenced by the compressive strength of the matrix. With the increase of the compressive strength of matrix and the increase of the content of silica fume up to 10% by mass, the average bond strength and pullout energy increased significantly.

2. The interface bond properties between the steel fibre and the MPC-based matrix were improved significantly by the end hook deformation of the steel fibre. The improvement due to the end hook deformation increased significantly with the increase of the compressive strength of the matrix until a critical point was reached where the end hook was fully straightened.

3. The interface bond properties (the average bond strength and pullout energy) between the steel fibre and the MPC-based matrix at early curing time were excellent due to the fast hydration of MPC.

4. The physicochemical bond between the steel fibre and the matrix prepared with MPC was much better than the physicochemical bond between the steel fibre and the matrices prepared with SAC and OPC. The better physicochemical bond was guaranteed by the compact phosphate film on the surface of the steel fibre and the great amount of magnesium phosphate cementitious particles adhered to the surface of the steel fibre during the fibre pullout. However, the mechanical bond contribution due to end hook deformation of the steel fibre was predominantly influenced by the compressive strength of the matrix, rather than the type of the cement.
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Table 1

Chemical composition of MgO [26]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>MgO</th>
<th>Fe$_2$O$_3$</th>
<th>SiO$_2$</th>
<th>CaO</th>
<th>Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass fraction of the sample (%)</td>
<td>92.53</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2
Properties of steel fibres [31]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fibre profile</th>
<th>Fibre type</th>
<th>Length (mm)</th>
<th>Diameter (mm)</th>
<th>Tensile strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Shape and Surface</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fibre-S</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>≥1100</td>
<td>Straight/Smooth/Round</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fibre-H</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>≥1200</td>
<td>Hooked-end/Smooth/Round</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3

Mixture proportions of matrices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Mole ratio of MgO to KH$_2$PO$_4$</th>
<th>Mass ratio of sand to cement</th>
<th>Mass ratio of water to cement</th>
<th>Silica fume</th>
<th>Retarder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M-M/P-3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-M/P-4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-M/P-5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-M/P-6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-S/C-0.6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-S/C-0.8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-S/C-1.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-W/C-0.14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-W/C-0.16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-W/C-0.18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-SF/C-0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-SF/C-5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-SF/C-10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-SF/C-15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPC</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The MPC consists of magnesium oxide (MgO) and potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KH$_2$PO$_4$). The silica fume dosage is the percentage of MPC by mass. The retarder dosage for all the MPC composites is 9.0% of MgO by mass.
## Table 4

Pullout parameters derived from test results with various proportions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Type of fibre</th>
<th>Compressive strength of matrix, $f'_c$ (MPa)</th>
<th>Average bond strength, $\tau_{av}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>Pullout energy, $W_{av}$ ($N \cdot mm/mm^3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M/P</td>
<td>Fibre-H</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>8.18</td>
<td>123.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>8.18</td>
<td>123.70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>12.02</td>
<td>173.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>11.31</td>
<td>158.46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>9.49</td>
<td>125.44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/C</td>
<td>Fibre-S</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>24.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>9.24</td>
<td>142.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>12.02</td>
<td>173.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>5.56</td>
<td>123.59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W/C</td>
<td>Fibre-S</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>43.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>31.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>135.53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>6.77</td>
<td>108.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF/C</td>
<td>Fibre-H</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>53.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>12.02</td>
<td>173.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>13.04</td>
<td>194.92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>15.28</td>
<td>232.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15%</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>13.97</td>
<td>209.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/C</td>
<td>Fibre-S</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>53.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>5.15</td>
<td>61.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>89.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>7.10</td>
<td>75.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The reported values are the average values for each series. The M/P, S/C, W/C and SF/C represent the MgO-KH$_2$PO$_4$ mole ratio, sand-cement mass ratio, water-cement mass ratio and percentage of silica fume to cement by mass, respectively.
### Table 5
Pullout parameters derived from test results with varying curing time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of fibre</th>
<th>Curing time</th>
<th>Compressive strength of Matrix, $f'_c$ (MPa)</th>
<th>Average bond strength, $\tau_{av}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>Pullout energy, $W_{uv}$ ($N \cdot mm / mm^3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fibre-H</td>
<td>1 d</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>8.81</td>
<td>117.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 d</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>10.37</td>
<td>144.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 d</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>12.02</td>
<td>173.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28 d</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>12.43</td>
<td>201.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibre-S</td>
<td>6 h</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>24.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12 h</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>30.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 d</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>36.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 d</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>42.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 d</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>53.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28 d</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>4.91</td>
<td>56.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The reported values are the average values for each series.
Table 6
Pullout parameters derived from test results with various types of cement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of fibre</th>
<th>Type of cement</th>
<th>Compressive strength of Matrix, $f'_c$ (MPa)</th>
<th>Average bond strength, $\tau_{av}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>Pullout energy, $W_{av}$ ($N \cdot mm / mm^3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fibre-H</td>
<td>MPC</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>12.02</td>
<td>173.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAC</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>9.47</td>
<td>135.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OPC</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>7.48</td>
<td>116.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibre-S</td>
<td>MPC</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>53.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAC</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>30.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OPC</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>21.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The reported values are the average values for each series. The MPC, SAC and OPC represent the magnesium phosphate cement, sulfoaluminate cement and ordinary Portland cement, respectively.
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